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Hardware included
(8) M8 washers

(4) M8 X 25 mm bolts

Tools needed
M6 Allen wrench with ball end

01 installing the rfa kickback

01 B
Place the KickBack so that the 2 ovalized holes on each side line 

up with the bosses on the inside of the chain stay.

01 A
Bring the KickBack up and under the RFA. The mounting 

plate should be placed inside the two horizontal chainstays.
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Please note:
The RFA KickBack is only compatible with the RFA in 

Utility mode.
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01 D
The reason for starting this off with just your fingers is to 

insure that you do not cross thread the bolt since you may be 

coming at it from a not ideal angle.

Once the first bolt is secured loosely, mount the second bolt 

to the opposite front boss.

01 C
Place two washers on one of the M8 bolts. Starting on the 

inside of the mounting plate and using just your fingers, 

thread the bolt with the washers to the front boss until you 

can not turn it any further. You should be able to thread the 

bolt until you are certain it has engaged with the threaded 

boss on the chainstay. 

01 E
Make sure the holes in the mounting plate on the rear of the 

KickBack line up with rear threaded bosses before tightening 

all the way. Using the ball end of the Allen wrench, tighten the 

two front bolts. 

01 F
Place two washers on one of the M8 bolts. Starting on the 

inside of the mounting plate and using just your fingers, 

thread the bolt with the washers to the rear boss until you 

can not turn it any further. Once the first bolt is secured 

loosely, mount the second bolt to the opposite rear boss.
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01 G
Using the ball end of the Allen wrench, tighten the two rear 

bolts.

01 I
Your RFA KickBack installation is now complete. 

01 H
Using the shorter end of the Allen wrench, tightly secure all 

bolts in place.



Disengaging the RFA KickBack

With one hand on the handlebars and another on the 

Hooptie / SnackBar bracket or rear deck, place your foot on 

the ground in front of one of the KickBack legs. Roll the bike 

forward until the KickBack legs retract.

To disengage the KickBack while on the bike: While holding 

on the handlebars and with both feet on the ground, start 

walking the bike forward until the KickBack legs retract.

Engaging the RFA KickBack

With one hand on the handlebars and another on the Hooptie 

/ SnackBar bracket or rear deck, use your foot to pull the 

KickBack legs down. When the KickBack legs are on the 

ground and with your foot still resting behind the leg, roll the 

bike backwards until the kickstand is fully engaged.

02 engaging and disengaging the
rfa kickback
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